Fig. 258. G 2150; north wall
Tablet: Kanofer seated at table of bread, facing to right in traditional attitude; ideographic list under table: above table titles which continue down right side of tablet: ḫmr ṛt, ḫmr ṛt, ḫ-fr.
Crossbar: ḫmr ṛt, ḫpt ḫ ḫ-fr.
Drum: ḫmr ḫ-fr.

Backs of outer niche; on each a man standing facing in: rest undecorated.
West wall, north ḫn-door: upper part broken out by the thieves who opened the serdab behind; only decoration preserved on back of outer niche, on south; man standing facing in to right, with staff and wand; titles and name, ḫmr-ḫt ṛt ḫ-fr. on N panel, part of similar figure facing in to left.
West wall, between two ḫn-doors: small offering scene; on right, Kanofer standing with staff and wand, facing in to left with son (Ḫā-ḏš identified with owner of G 5240) between him and staff; in front of him two
registers of two men each facing to right (1) censing, (2) scribe in respectful attitude, (3) with two strips of linen, and (4) with jar and live bird.

West wall, south of south *ka-door*: two registers preserved, supplementary to the niche or to the scene between the two *ka-doors*:

Reg. 1, two men standing facing to right, (a) with haunch and (b) with live birds.

Reg. 2, two women standing facing to right, labelled *drty*, both carrying box on head and in the other hand one holds a jar on cord and the other a bird.

West wall: north of north *ka-door*: one figure preserved, subsidiary to scene on north wall; man carrying large case (?).

South wall (Fig. 259; Pl. 40 b): table scene or offering scene; on right Kanofer seated in armchair at table of mixed food offerings, facing to left; bare head, with fly whisk in left hand; over table at least three registers of picture list of offerings.

North wall (Fig. 258): family group: Kanofer and wife standing facing out to right: between Kanofer and staff, a daughter standing facing to right (*st-f bkt nfrt *Mrt-it-s*); wife's name, Shepseset-kauw.
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Fig. 264. G 2150; Façade, south of entrance
East wall (Fig. 260): presentation scene subsidiary to scene on south wall; no chief figure; on left four registers of estates bearing offerings to right; to right of upper register, a compartment list of offerings: under this at head of estate procession an offering bearer presents live birds; beneath this in lowest register a slaughter scene and on right a man holding up wine jars with pile of offerings in front of him; one estate contains the name of Chephren, and another the name of Mycerinus (Mn-khw rt htp); three are based on the name Hr-MdW; over entrance doorway row of four brt coffins.

North doorjamb (Fig. 261): Kanofer seated at table of bread, facing out; to right of table three registers:

Reg. 1, picture list of offerings; (2) man holding out ewer and basin, facing to left; (3) extending under table, ideographic list of offerings.

South doorjamb (Fig. 262): Kanofer seated facing out to left, with staff in right hand, bare head; in front of him three registers (1) two figures facing to right, (a) standing reading papyrus, and (b) scribe squatting writing; (2) two men bringing in an oryx; (3) two men bringing in a calf.

North façade panel (Fig. 263), in embrasure of doorway: Kanofer and his mother (?) rht-nswt Meresankh (possibly the wife of Nofer (G 2110), standing facing in to left; man with staff and wand; figure of son (?) between him and staff; on right behind chief figures (on outer face of mastaba north of embrasure) three registers of men facing in to left:

Reg. 1, legs of one man in middle and rest not cut.

Reg. 2, two standing figures, (a) man holding out a skirt?; (b) man with fan and bag (box on ground).

Reg. 3, three figures standing, (a) with bag and box; (b) scribe's case (?) on shoulder, (c) dwarf carrying monkey on his head.

South façade panel, in doorway embrasure (Fig. 264): Kanofer standing with staff and handkerchief, facing in to right; son (KA-s[DA]) between him and staff; in front of him a vertical row of four figures standing facing to left: (1) censing, imy-rA Hm kA PtH-wr; (2) holds out two strips of linen, Hm-kA Rdi-n-PtH; (3) with qbH jar and water jar (Hm kA Snb?); (4) holds three live birds (Hm kA PtH-wr).

Behind to left of Kanofer, four figures in vertical row: (1) obliterated; (2) partly preserved, Nfr-[Hr ?]-n-PtH; (3) bird in left hand, Hm kA Hr-nfr(?); (4) carries basin and stick in left hand and a little bag in right.

Architrave of northern subsidiary niche (Fig. 263): horizontal line of titles, with space left below for second line of titles and name but not carved: imy rA wapot, [smsw s] pryv, hrt c, hry šlbs hst nb, śnr.

Serdab: behind north ka-door of room (a), small serdab lined with masonry; 1.0 x 0.7 m., 0.7 sq. m.; probably connected with ka-door by slot now destroyed; found filled with rubbish.

Shafts in G 2150: originally a one-shaft mastaba with chief shaft A, in medial axis north of middle; later a secondary shaft was intruded south of A west of serdab (shaft B).

Shaft G 2150 A: chief shaft; 2.1 x 2.07 m.; -8.5 m. in rock; lined with drab masonry, 1.4 m.; ten courses.

Chamber: type 4 b (i); on south; 4.0 x 3.5 m. and 1.65 m. high; area, 14.0 sq. m.; capacity, 23.1 cu. m.

Passage: 1.15 x 1.65 m. and 1.65 m. high.

Blocking: remains of masonry set in plaster, type II b (i).

Coffin: red granite coffin covered with plaster, found overturned on side; with flat lid type d; outside, 1.93 x 0.66 m. and 0.66 m. high; inside, 1.75 x 0.48 m. and 0.54 m. deep; thickness of lid, 10 cm. (Pl. 38 c).

Canopic pit: in SE corner; 0.95 x 0.6 m. and 0.65 m. deep; with slab lid displaced, 1.15 x 0.65 m. and 0.15 m. thick.

Nearly completely plundered: scattered broken bones and the following objects:

33-1-34: RP: neckless shoulder-jar, type B-LV; h. 22.6 cm.; d. shoulder, 18.6 cm.; d. base, 9.0 cm. Pl. 43 b (3/2). See Fig. 243.

33-1-35: alab.: model cyl. jar, type S-1 d; h. 5.8 cm.; d. rim, 4.3 cm.; d. base, 3.4 cm.; dummy. Pl. 43 b (2/3). See Fig. 243.